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Option:  Most observations are my own although early observations 

were obtained from Space.Com since the event began before sunrise 

at my location.  Additionally early morning cloud cover hampered ob-

servations before 07:11 MST. 



Observations: 

Location:   Gallup, NM  35.5281 N; 108.7426 W 

                    Sunrise: 06:42 MST 

 

Start time of Transit: (Obtained from Space.com:) 05:35 

 

End time of Transit: (Observed:) 11:04  MST 

 

Images:  (photos obtained with Celestron Edge 9.25 with solar filter; Canon 

70D, ISO 200, 1/80sec ) 

 

First Image: 07:11 MST;  (obtained through partial cloud cover) 



Greatest Transit: 08:19, (Image obtained at 08:20 MST 
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Egress:  Start 11:00 MST, Complete 11:04 MST 

 

11:00 MST 
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11:02 MST 
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11:04 Transit Complete 
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Activities: 

1. Calculate the Oblateness of the Sun: 

 Sun’s axial tilt  for November = 7.25*Sin(60deg) = 6.28 degrees 

 

  ii) Sun Orientation: 

 

From Photograph obtained:   Equatorial Diameter;    198.5mm          North South Diameter;  198.5mm 

 

   a= b= 198.5/2   = 99.25  therefore c=0   c=sqrt(a2-b2) 

e=c/a  = sqrt(a2-b2)/a  (formula given in directions is incorrect) 

Oblateness = 0   



2. Oblateness of Mercury: 

Equatorial diameter: 2mm 

Polar diameter: 2mm 

 a=b;  c=0 therefore e=0,  essentially no oblateness 

 

3. Inclination of Mercury’s Orbital Path: 

 

Plotting a line between points of greatest transit (08:20 photo) and Point of Egress (11:02 photo), line of 

transit is constructed. This shows an angle of inclination of approximately  24 degrees relative to the equa-

torial line. 

 

 



4. Calculation of Mercury’s Orbital Period: 

 

Orbital Period T = sqrt( a3)  where a = Mercury’s semi-major axis assumed to be 0.387 AU. 

 

T= sqrt ((.387)3)  = 0.24 yrs.   

0.24 * 365.25 = 87.9 days 

 

 

5. Calculation of Mercury’s Velocity in Orbit: 

 

Length of orbit in km = l = 2*pi*rm 

Where rm = semi-major axis = 0.387 AU 

 

L= 2*pi*0.387 AU * 149,600,000 km/AU = 363,766,270 km 

 

Velocity in Orbit = L/t =  363,766,270/(87.9*24) = 172,434 km/hr 

 

Additional Questions: 

 

A. Oblateness of the sun is likely due to relatively slow rotational period, T=27 days.  Additionally it has 

recently been reported in the literature that the outer layers of the sun rotate more slowly than the 

core, on the order or 3-10% slower than expected  which is also thought to contribute to the spherical 

conformation of the sun. 

 

B. First Mercury is a small solid, rocky planet.  Secondly the rotational period is slow, 58.65 days which ap-

proaches the orbital period. 

 

C. Assuming that Mercury’s orbital period is a circle.  In reality Mercury has a highly elliptical orbit, eccen-

tricity of 0.21.  Mercury also experiences more precession in its orbit than the other planets owing to 

the gravitational influence of the planets.  Still this precession is not entirely explained by Keplerian  

orbital mechanics and was finally explained in 1915 by Einstein using relativity. 



Additional Questions Continued: 

 

D.   

Parallax may play a role in observer error in calculating orbital inclination.  Accuracy of determination of 

solar polar orientation may also play a role.  Other factors that may contribute to errors include eccentrici-

ty of Mercury’s orbit and precession.  


